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Choices
 
Do you see what I see, or do you refuse,
the overall outcome, is how you choose,
you can become a saint, or continue a sinner,
give up and loose or fight as a winner,
through out life much is done by force,
but the strongest one, is when you make that choice.
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House Of Heaven
 
Today reveals what yesterday has done
And also creates tomorrows become
The light of the night and the darkness of day
Helps conceal where the truth really lay
The breathing of dead and the lifeless living
The timeless clock full of unforgiven
The smallest casket reek the greater pain
A messenger of god carried out in vane
The wisest one with a pebbled mind
And the mentally challenged before they time
A below average man becomes a legend
And turns hell on earth into
The house of heaven.
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Kedra
 
How could I thank you for all you've done
And say how happy I am to be as one
What a wonderful woman god has given
Full of hope and family driven
Ups and down are apart of life
And without you in mines it wouldn't be right
I feel complete having you as as my wife
And for good standings I will forever fight
I dedicate all of my time to cherish and please her
She's the love of my life and her name is Kedra.
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Lastnite
 
'Lastnite' - was a night to remember
My nature rose as your  cloths went timber
 
Beyond lust with desirable pain
Caught in the moment we were both the blame
 
To climax was a guarantee
Whispering in my ear while you were on top of me
 
We argue and fight over who's wrong and right
But we both can agree that it was fun lastnite.
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The Trigger Man
 
As bad as I want to believe I'm safe
I can't help but feel and notice the hate
To serve and protect is a form of neglect
Because of authority they loose respect
Homicides are justified
Through self defense and wicked lies
They've turned there backs on me and you
Destroying hope and killing the youth
Its apart of the plan in which they stand
To kill and suppress as the trigger man.
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